NEVADA INDIAN COMMISSION
POLICY TO PROMOTE COLLABORATION BETWEEN STATE AGENCIES AND INDIAN TRIBES
Section I.

Background

A.

Federally recognized tribes have inherent sovereignty and maintain a government-togovernment relationship with the U.S. government, based on the U.S. Constitution, federal
treaties, statutes, executive orders, and policies. The U.S. government also has a trust
responsibility to federally recognized tribes. Federal agencies help to fulfill the governmentto-government relationship and trust responsibility to tribes through meaningful consultation
with federally recognized tribes.

B.

Generally, numerous barriers have existed to effective tribal-state relations, which may be
based on outdated and inaccurate perceptions of tribes by non-Indian communities, the lack
of understanding of tribal governments and their sovereignty, faulty assumptions regarding
tribal governmental capacity, or even tribal government hesitation to form working
relationships with state governments because of the tribes’ constitutional and direct
relationship with the U.S. government. See Susan Johnson, et al., GOVERNMENT TO
GOVERNMENT: MODELS OF COOPERATION BETWEEN STATES AND TRIBES (2nd ed. 2009).
Nonetheless, there are many good reasons to strive for cooperation between tribal and state
governments, including mutual interests and similar governmental goals to use resources
effectively and efficiently, to provide comprehensive services and a safe environment for
citizens, to protect natural environments, and to sustain healthy economics. See id.

C.

On June 8, 2019, the Governor of the State of Nevada (“State”), Steve Sisolak
approved Assembly Bill 264, “An ACT relating to governmental administration; requiring the
Nevada Indian Commission to implement a policy that promotes collaboration between a
state agency and Indian tribes; requiring the Governor to meet with the leaders of Indian
tribes; requiring certain employees of state agencies to receive certain training; and providing
other matters properly relating thereto” (hereinafter “AB 264”) into law.

D.

Modeled after 2009 legislation passed in New Mexico, AB 264 aims to increase collaboration
between Nevada’s twenty-seven (27) federally recognized tribes and colonies (hereinafter,
collectively, “Tribes”) and state agencies (hereinafter, collectively, “State Agencies”) that are
often charged with developing wide-ranging policies, agreements, and procedures.

E.

AB 264 seeks to facilitate a dialogue in decision-making while respecting tribal sovereignty.

F.

AB 264 charges the Nevada Indian Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) with drafting a
consultation policy (hereinafter “Policy”) that promotes effective communication and
collaboration, positive government-to-government relations, and cultural competency.
Although the Commission already serves as an intermediary for tribal-state relations, it does
not speak for the Tribes.

G.

A formal policy that establishes a consultation framework would improve the relationships
between the Tribes and the State Agencies because it could be utilized by both the Tribes and
the State Agencies to clarify what consultation entails and to provide guidance on what types
of activities require formal tribal consultation. The formal policy could also ensure that there
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is appropriate training and mechanisms for maintaining relationships between the Tribes and
the State Agencies.
[March 14, 2020, the Nevada Indian Commission sent letters to Tribes, Bands, Colonies,
and Nevada Department heads asking for feedback on what such policy should contain.
On January 26, 2021, the Nevada Indian Commission again sent letters asking for feedback
on the first draft of the policy.
Section II.

Purpose

Through this Policy, the Commission seeks to foster and facilitate positive and effective governmentto-government relations between the Tribes and the State Agencies. The purpose of this Policy is to
develop, improve, or maintain partnerships with the Tribes by using agreed-upon processes when the
State Agencies develop, change, or implement policies, programs, or services that directly affect the
Tribes.
Section III.

Principles
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A.

Recognize and Respect Sovereignty. The State and Tribes are sovereign governments. The
recognition and respect of sovereignty is the basis for government-to-government relations
and this Policy. Sovereignty must be respected and recognized in government-to-government
consultation, communication, and collaboration between the Tribes and the State Agencies.
The State Agencies recognize and acknowledge the trust responsibility of the U.S. government
to the Tribes.
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B.

Government-to-Government Relations. The State Agencies recognize the importance of
collaboration, communication, and cooperation with the Tribes. The State Agencies further
recognize that the State Agencies’ actions, policies, programs, and/or services (including, but
not necessarily limited to, all proposed plans, policies, rulemakings, permitting actions, or
other aspects of programmatic actions) (hereinafter, collectively, “State Agency Actions”) may
directly or indirectly affect the Tribes. Accordingly, the State Agencies recognize the value of
dialogue between the Tribes and the State Agencies with specific regard to State Agency
Actions.
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C.

Efficiently Addressing Tribal Issues and Concerns. The State Agencies recognize the value of
the Tribes’ input regarding State Agency Actions. Thus, it is important that Tribes’ interests
are reviewed and considered by the State Agencies early on and throughout the development
process of State Agency Actions.
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D.

Collaboration and Mutual Resolution. The State Agencies recognize that good faith, mutual
respect, and trust are fundamental to meaningful collaboration and communication policies.
As they arise, the State Agencies shall strive to address and mutually resolve concerns with
impacted Tribes.

E.

Communication and Positive Relations. The State Agencies shall strive to promote positive
government-to-government relations with the Tribes by: (1) interacting with Tribes in a spirit
of mutual respect; (2) seeking to understand each of the Tribe’s perspectives, with recognition
that each of the Tribes are separate unique sovereign governments; (3) facilitating and engaging
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in communication, understanding, and appropriate dispute resolution with the Tribes; and (4)
working through the government-to-government process to attempt to achieve a mutuallysatisfactory outcome or towards a shared vision in areas of mutual interest.
F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

Informal Communication. The State Agencies recognize that formal consultation may not be
required in all situations or interactions. The State Agencies may seek to communicate with
and/or respond to the Tribes outside the consultation process. These communications do not
negate the authority of the State Agencies and the Tribes to pursue formal consultation.
Confidentiality. The State Agencies will protect and exhibit a high degree of respect and
sensitivity regarding confidential information provided by the Tribes and shall ensure
confidentiality to the extent provided by applicable law.
Distinctive Needs of American Indians/Alaska Natives. The State Agencies shall strive to
ensure, with the Tribes, the accountability of resources, including a fair and equitable allocation
of resources to address health disparities. The State Agencies recognize that a communitybased and culturally appropriate approach to health, human, and essential service, is vital to
maintain and preserve American Indian/Alaska Native cultures.
Health Care Delivery and Access. The State Agencies shall work collaboratively with the
Tribes to ensure adequate and quality health service delivery in the Tribes’ communities, as
well as with individual American Indians/Alaska Natives in urban areas or otherwise outside
the Tribes’ communities.
Economic Development Access. The State Agencies shall inform the Tribes of opportunities
related to economic development and will provide resources and assistance to enhance the
development of the Tribes’ communities.
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Establishing Partnerships. In order to maximize the use of limited resources, and in areas of
mutual interests and/or concerns, the State Agencies seek partnerships with the Tribes and
other interested entities, including academic institutions and Indian organizations. The State
Agencies encourage the Tribes to aid in advocating for state and federal funding for tribal
programs and services to benefit all of the State’s American Indians/Alaska Natives.
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Intergovernmental Coordination and Collaboration.
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1.

Interacting with Federal Agencies: The State Agencies recognize that the State and the
Tribes may have issues of mutual concern where it would be beneficial to coordinate
with and involve federal agencies that provide services and funding to the State
Agencies and the Tribes.

2.

Administration of Similar Programs: The State Agencies recognize that under federal tribal
self-governance and self-determination laws, the Tribes are authorized to administer
their own programs and services which were previously administered by other entities.
Although the State Agencies’ or the Tribes’ programs may have their own federally
approved plans and mandates, the State Agencies shall strive to work in cooperation
and have open communications with the Tribes through a two-way dialogue
concerning these program areas.
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M.

Cultural and Linguistic Competency. The State Agencies shall strive for their programmatic
actions to be culturally relevant and developed and implemented with cultural and linguistic
competence.

Section IV.

Definitions

The following definitions shall apply to this Policy:
A.

B.

“American Indian/Alaska Native” shall mean individuals who are members of any Indian
Tribe; individuals who would meet the definition of “Indian” pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1153;
or individuals who have been deemed eligible for services and programs provided to American
Indians/Alaska Natives by the U.S. public health service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or
other federal programs.
“Collaboration” shall mean a recursive process in which two or more parties work together to
achieve a common set of goals. Collaboration may occur between the State Agencies and the
Tribes, their respective agents or subdivisions, and may involve Indian organizations, if
needed. Collaboration is the timely communication and joint effort that lays the groundwork
for mutually beneficial relations, including identifying issues and problems, generating
improvements and solutions, and providing follow-up as needed.

C.

“Communication” shall mean the verbal, electronic, or written exchange of information
between the State Agencies and the Tribes.

D.

“Consensus” shall mean what is reached when a decision or outcome is mutually satisfactory
to the State Agencies and the Tribes affected and adequately addresses the concerns of those
affected. The State Agencies shall endeavor to conduct deliberations with the Tribes in good
faith and in accordance with the processes outlined in this Policy. Within this process, it is
understood that consensus, while a goal, may not always be achieved.

E.

“Consultation” shall mean that process that operates as an enhanced form of communication
that emphasizes trust and respect. It is a decision-making method for reaching agreement
through a participatory process that involves the State Agencies and the Tribes through their
official representatives; actively solicits input and participation by the State Agencies and the
Tribes; and encourages cooperation in reaching agreement on the best possible decision for
those affected. It is a shared responsibility that allows an open, timely, and free exchange of
information and opinion among parties that, in turn, may lead to mutual understanding and
comprehension.

F.

“Cultural Competence” shall mean the ability to interact effectively with people of different
cultures. Cultural competence comprises four (4) components: (1) awareness of one’s own
cultural worldview; (2) appreciation of cultural differences; (3) knowledge of different cultural
practices and worldviews; and (4) honing cross-cultural skills. Developing cultural competence
improves one’s ability to understand, communicate with, and effectively interact with people
across cultures.
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G.

“Culturally Relevant” shall describe a condition where programs or services are provided
according to the recipient’s cultural backgrounds.

H.

“Indian Organizations” shall mean those organizations that are predominately operated by
American Indians/Alaska Natives, that represent or provide services to American Indians
and/or Alaska Natives living on and/or off tribal lands and/or in urban areas.

I.

“Indian Tribe” shall mean any Indian or Alaska Native tribe, band, nation, pueblo, village, or
community that the Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior acknowledges to exist as
an Indian Tribe pursuant to the Federally Recognized Indian Tribe List Act of 1994, 25 U.S.C.
§ 479a.

J.

“Linguistic Competency” shall refer to one’s capacity to communicate effectively and convey
information in a manner that is easily understood by culturally diverse audiences.

K.

“Participation” shall describe an ongoing activity that allows interested parties to engage one
another through negotiation, compromise, and problem solving to reach a desired outcome.

L.
M.

“State Agency” shall mean an agency, bureau board, commission, department, or division of
the Executive Department of State Government.
“State Agency Tribal Liaison” or “SATL” shall refer to an individual designated by a State
Agency that communicates with the Tribes on a regular basis, who reports directly to the office
of the head of the agency. The SATL shall assist the head of the State Agency with ensuring
the implementation of this Policy; serve as a contact person who shall maintain ongoing
communication between the State Agency and the affected Tribes; and ensure that training is
provided to the staff of the State Agency pursuant to AB 264.

N.

“Tribal Advisory Body” shall mean a duly appointed group of individuals established and
organized to provide advice and recommendations on matters relative to the State Agency
Actions.

O.

“Tribal Government” shall mean the governing structure of an Indian Tribe.

P.

“Tribal Implications” shall refer to State Agency Actions that directly affect American
Indians/Alaska Natives, Indian Tribes, or on the relationship between the State and the
Tribes.

Q.
R.

“Tribal Officials” shall mean those elected or duly appointed or delegated officials of the
Tribes or authorized intertribal organizations.
“Work Groups” shall mean formal advisory bodies and task forces established through joint
effort by the State Agencies and the Tribes. Work groups may (DCNR) be established to
address or develop more technical aspects of policies or programs, separate or in conjunction
with the formal consultation process. Work groups shall, to the extent possible, consist of
members from the State Agencies and the participating Tribes.
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Section V.

Protocol

When working with tribal governments, it is important to understand the unique relationship between
American Indians and the U.S. government. It is a political relationship, not race based. Under federal
law, tribal governments are sovereign governments with recognized powers of self-government. The
status of tribes as governments means that tribes possess the inherent right to develop their own forms
of government, to determine their own citizenship, to make their own laws, and to be governed by
their own laws in their own judicial systems. The State is home to twenty-seven (27) federally
recognized tribal governments, each with its own history, culture, and language. Although there may
sometimes be commonalities or similarities amongst the tribal governments, each one is a distinct
sovereign government. Thus, it is important not to assume that one tribe or one leader speaks for all.
This Policy’s guidelines are meant to establish uniform practices and common standards, which all the
State Agencies shall use except when otherwise agreed to in writing by a State Agency and a Tribe,
through an individual protocol. Such protocols shall provide efficiency and transparency in the
practices of the State Agencies, and also maximize the Tribes’ participation.
The State Agencies recognize the unique sovereign status of the Tribes. To promote effective
communication and collaboration between the State Agencies and the Tribes relating to this Policy,
the State Agencies shall endeavor to understand the protocols for interacting with each Tribe. The
individual protocol between a State Agency and a Tribe shall provide the framework for maintaining
a government-to-government relationship. As protocol relationships are developed, they will be
reported and provided to the Commission.
An individual protocol may identify both a State Agency’s and the Tribe’s authorized representative(s)
and/or key personnel; background and preparation required, including planning documents and/or
any of the Tribe’s cultural, historical, and governance information; appropriate methods of
maintaining communications; activities that the Tribe wants to receive notice about; time frames for
responding to communications; exchange of research and technical assistance; frequency and logistics
of meetings, including meeting documentation and follow-up; dispute resolution processes; how to
modify or amend an individual protocol; duration of a protocol; and any other pertinent consideration.
Section VI.
A.

General Provisions

Collaboration and Communication. To promote effective collaboration and
communication between the State Agencies and the Tribes relating to this Policy, and to
promote cultural competence, the State Agencies will utilize, as appropriate tribal liaisons,
tribal advisory bodies, work groups, and informal communication.
1. The State Agencies shall make a good-faith effort to review all State Agency Actions
that may have impacts on tribal resources and determine whether tribal consultation
or collaboration may assist in the State Agency Actions. If a State Agency Action may
impact tribal resources, the State Agencies shall notify the relevant Tribal Government
and inquire whether tribal consultation should occur. The Tribes have the discretion
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whether to engage in the consultation process. Consultation will be initiated by formal
written notification/request.
2. The Role of State Agency Tribal Liaisons. To promote tribal-state interactions, enhance
communication, and resolve potential issues concerning the delivery of the State
Agencies’ services to American Indians/Alaska Natives, SATLs will work with the
Tribes’ officials and the State Agencies’ staff and their programs to develop policies or
implement program changes. SATLs communicate with the Tribes’ officials though
both formal and informal methods of communication to assess:
a.

Issues or areas of tribal interest relating to the State Agencies’ policies,
programs, and/or services; and

b.

Tribal interest in pursuing collaborative or cooperative opportunities with the
State Agencies; and

c.

The State Agencies’ promotion of cultural competence in its development or
maintenance of policies, programs, and/or services.

3. The Role of Tribal Advisory Bodies. The State Agencies may solicit advice and
recommendations from duly appointed advisory organizations or committees to
collaborate with the Tribes regarding matters of policy development prior to
engaging in consultation, as contained in this Policy. The State Agencies may
convene such advisory organizations/committees to provide advice and
recommendations on departmental policies, programs, and/or service matters that
have tribal impacts. Input derived from such activities is not defined as this Policy’s
consultation process.
4. The Role of Work Groups. The State Agencies’ heads, in consultation with recognized
officials from the Tribes, may appoint an agency-tribal work group to develop
recommendations and provide input on the State Agencies’ policies, programs,
and/or services as they might impact the Tribes and American Indians/Alaska
Natives. The State Agencies or the work group may develop procedures for the
organization and implementation of work group functions.
5. Informal Communication with the Tribes. The State Agencies recognize that
consultation meetings may not be required in all situations or interactions
involving Tribal-State relations. The State Agencies recognize that the Tribes’
officials may communicate with appropriate State Agency employees outside the
consultation process, including with SATLs and program managers, in order to
ensure programs and services are delivered to their constituents. While less formal
mechanisms of communication may be more effective at times, this does not
negate the State Agencies’ or the Tribes’ ability to pursue formal consultation on
a particular issue or policy.
6. Informal Communication with the Indian Organizations. The Tribal-State relationship is
based on a government-to-government relationship. However, Indian
organizations, such as those representing or providing services to urban and/or
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off-reservation American Indian/Alaska Natives, serve to benefit and assist the
State as well. Through this Policy, the State Agencies recognize that it may solicit
recommendations, or otherwise collaborate and communicate with these
organizations.
B.

Consultation. Consultation shall be between the respective decisionmakers of the State
Agencies and the Tribes, or their delegated representatives who possess authority to
represent the respective interest during consultation.
1. Applicability. Tribal consultation is most effective and meaningful when conducted
before taking action Consider stressing this important point (SOS) that directly
affects (DCNR)the Tribes and American Indians/Alaska Natives. The State
Agencies acknowledge that a best-case scenario may not always exist, and that the
State Agencies and the Tribes may not have sufficient time or resources to fully
consult on a relevant issue. If a process appropriate for consultation has not
already begun, through this Policy, the State Agencies shall seek to initiate
consultation as soon as possible thereafter.
2. Focus. The principle focus for government-to-government consultation is with the
Tribes through their authorized officials. ) Nothing herein shall restrict or prohibit
the ability or willingness of the Tribes’ officials and the State Agencies’
decisionmakers to meet directly on matters that require direct consultation. The
State Agencies recognize that the principle of intergovernmental collaboration,
communication, and cooperation is a first step in government-to-government
consultation and is in accordance with this Policy.
3 Areas of Consultation. The State Agencies, through reviewing proposed State Agency
Action(s), recognize the need to assess whether such actions directly affects (DCNR)
the Tribes and/or American Indians/Alaska Natives, as well as whether consultation
should be implemented prior to making its decision or implementing its action. To
such ends, the State Agencies shall strive to notify relevant officials from the Tribes
and pursue government-to-government consultation, provided that the Tribes’
officials also have the discretion to decide whether to pursue and/or engage in the
consultation process The State Agencies will work with each other, where appropriate,
to avoid duplicative consultations.
4 Initiation.
a. When considering a State Agency Action that may have may directly affect
the Tribes (DCNR)the State Agency shall notify the appropriate Tribe of the
opportunity to consult pursuant to this Policy. The State Agency shall strive
to ensure that a notice is given at least thirty (30)-days prior to scheduling a
consultation. If exceptional circumstances prevent notice within the thirty
(30)-days of the consultation, an explanation for the abbreviated notification
shall be provided in the invitation letter. A Tribe may request an extension
for timeliness associated with this Policy.
b. Adequate notice entails providing a description of the topic(s) to be
discussed, a timeline of the process, and possible outcomes. Notification of
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Commented [SN45]: SOS Would like clarity on what
level of policy changes require consultation
Deleted: impacts
Commented [SN46]: How do state agencies identify the
appropriate officials with whom to communicate? (Scott
Anderson SOS
Deleted: may impact
Commented [SN47]: NDCNR recommends
adding “by letter, telephone, email, or in person” to
sentence 2, to clarify the types of notification that are
acceptable. NDCNR also recommends adding “To
the extent practical” to the beginning of the last
sentence.
Commented [SN48]: SOS Suggestion: “encouraging” the
Tribal Nations to participate. I would assume that the tribal
nations will be provided this policy as they work with state
agencies in the consultation process
Commented [SN49]: SOS Suggestion Like earlier
comment – Perhaps “encouraging” the Tribal Nations to
participate. I would assume that the tribal nations will be
provided this policy as they work with state agencies in the
consultation process (Scott Anderson SOS).
Commented [SN50]: Silver State Health Exchange
question: Currently the Exchange participates in the DHCFP
quarterly consultations. May the Exchange continue to do
this?
Deleted: tribal implications,
Commented [SN51]: Also, New Mexico’s policy
places responsibility on Tribes to identify issues and
request consultation. NDCNR recommends following
New Mexico’s policy to avoid implementing
initiation and notification procedures on a multitude
of issues that might be of no interest to the Tribes.
Commented [SN52]: NDCNR recommends
defining “tribal resources” so it is understood
whether this term refers to cultural resources, fiscal
resources, natural resources, or other resources.
NDCR also recommends clarifying whether
“impacts” has the same or different meaning than
“directly affects,” which is used elsewhere
throughout the draft.
Commented [SN53]: In addition to initiating discussion
of specific issues, consider adding guidance to the initial
outreach/introduction of the State Agency to the individual
Tribal Nation .Again, for issues that require discussion or ...

a consultation should include sufficient detail of the topic to be discussed to
allow the Tribes an opportunity to fully engage in the consultation. The
notice shall also give the Tribes the opportunity to provide feedback prior
to the consultation, including any request for technical assistance or request
for clarification of how the consultation process conforms to this Policy.
c. A Tribe may request that a State Agency initiate consultation when the Tribe
believes that the State Agency is considering a State Agency Action with
tribal implications. Requests should be made in writing to the State Agency
and should describe the specific State Agency Action with tribal implications.
d. If a State Agency initiates consultation with a Tribe but does not receive a
response, the State Agency shall make reasonable and periodic efforts to
repeat the invitation and, whenever feasible, should allow a Tribe to join an
ongoing consultation. These efforts of engagement shall be appropriately
documented.
5

Process.
a. The State Agencies shall develop an individual protocol with the Tribes that
maximizes the opportunity for timely input from the Tribes and is consistent
with both the State Agencies’ and the Tribes’ schedules. The State Agencies
shall solicit the views of the affected Tribes regarding the process timeline
to consult on a State Agency Action with tribal implications. The State
Agencies shall work with the Tribe to structure a process, to the extent
feasible, that considers specific tribal structures, traditional needs, and
schedules of the Tribes. The State Agencies shall make all reasonable efforts
to comply with the expressed views of the affected Tribes regarding the
process timelines, taking into account the level of impact, the scope, and the
complexity of the issues involved in the State Agency Action with tribal
implications, along with other factors driving the schedule. The process will
be open and transparent. When the matter under consultation involves
confidential or culturally sensitive information, the State Agencies shall work
with the Tribes to develop a consultation process that addresses the
sensitivity of the information to the extent permitted by applicable law. If
litigation or legal requirements impact a State Agency’s schedule for
conducting consultation, the State Agency shall explain these constraints to
the Tribe. If the State Agencies determine that an applicable law expressly
prohibits continued discussion at a specified point in the decision-making
process, the State Agencies shall so inform the Tribes at the earliest
opportunity in the process.
b. The State Agencies, in order to engage in consultation, may utilize duly
appointed work groups or the State Agency decisionmaker or a duly
appointed representative may meet directly with the Tribes’ officials, or set
forth other means of consulting with impacted Tribes as the situation
warrants.
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Commented [SN54]: NDCNR recommends
adding the following to the end of the first sentence,
“and the direct contact information for State Agency
staff involved.”

Commented [SN55]: NDCNR recommends inserting “by
letter or email,” so the second sentence states, “Requests
should be made in writing by letter or email
Commented [SN56]: For clarity, NDCNR recommends
defining “reasonable and periodic efforts.”
Commented [SN57]: Silver State question What satisfies
this requirement? Suggest defining a timeframe for how
long “periodic efforts” should be attempted and what
methods of repeating the invitation need to be fulfilled.
Commented [SN58]: SOS Suggestion: In addition to
initiating discussion of specific issues, consider adding
guidance to the initial outreach/introduction of the State
Agency to the individual Tribal Nation .Again, for issues that
require discussion or consultation, perhaps design a
standard state contact sheet to capture basic information
and track the issue, communication and resolution
Commented [SN59]: NDCNR comprises 8
divisions, 3 stand-alone programs, and 16 boards and
commissions, each of which appears to meet the
definition of “State Agency.” As such, developing
individual protocol with each of the 27 federally
recognized Tribes would be time consuming, and
might not be particularly beneficial for State
Agencies and Tribes that do not interact. Therefore,
NDCNR recommends replacing “shall” with “may”
in the first sentence.

Commented [SN60]: NDOT question Is the NIC able or
willing to assist with the creation of protocols or, perhaps,
include as part of the training, examples and processes to
go through when creating protocols? In addition, are State
Agencies being asked to create protocols with each Tribe,
or on each particular issue, or some combination thereof
and how often should these protocols be updated? The
sharing of protocols between State Agencies will be very
beneficial. An efficient way to share that information
between the various SATLs would be most appreciated.

c. The State Agencies shall make a good faith effort to invite for consultation
all perceived impacted Tribes. If multiple Tribes are impacted, the State
Agencies shall have a duty to consult with each Tribe individually, unless the
Tribes agree to consult together. Nor shall any public meeting constitute
consultation with a Tribe unless that Tribe consents to such as part of a
written executed protocol between the State Agency and the Tribe.
6. Implementation of Final State Agency Action. The State Agencies may consider
implementing a post-consultation review process where it is consistent with law. The
State Agencies may invite feedback from the Tribes of the consultation process and
shall also consider the need for training or technical assistance concerning the final
State Agency Action.
7. Limitations on Consultation.
a. This Policy shall not diminish any administrative or legal remedies otherwise
available by law to the State Agencies or the Tribes.

Commented [SN61]: Does this include NIC and ITCN
(Scott Anderson SOS)

Commented [SN62]: Add as last sentence “The
results of a post-consultation process may be shared
with the Tribes, Commission, and appropriate State
Agency Tribal Liaisons.
DCNR

b. This Policy does not prevent the State Agencies and the Tribes from entering
into memoranda of understanding, intergovernmental agreements, joint
powers agreements, professional services contracts, or other established
administrative procedures and practices mandated by federal, state, or tribal
laws and regulations.
c. The State Agencies retain final decision-making authority with respect to
actions undertaken by the State Agencies and within the State Agencies’
respective jurisdiction. In no way should this Policy impede the State
Agencies’ ability to manage their operations.
d. Consultation with the Tribes is uniquely a government-to-government
process with two main goals: (1) to reach consensus in decision-making; and
(2) whether or not consensus is reached, to afford any party the opportunity
to issue a dissenting opinion for the record, and more importantly to have
honored each other’s sovereignty.
e. (Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources addition. See note.
Section VII. Reporting
On or before July 1st of each year, each State Agency that communicates with a Tribe on a regular
basis shall submit a report to the Commission on the activities of the State Agency pursuant to AB
264 and this Policy. A report shall include, at a minimum:
A.

The name and contact information of each person in the State Agency who is responsible for
development and implementing programs of the State Agency that directly affect the Tribes;
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Commented [SN63]: NDCNR shares the intent of
the consultation goals, but is concerned regarding the
sheer volume of permit decisions (thousands) that
could be subject to a process of outreach and
consultation.
The goal of reaching consensus on nondiscretionary
permit actions can present a challenge for
divisions and programs that must make decisions in
accordance with statutes and regulations that are not
subject to consensus.
Commented [SN64]: Section VI.B.7.e.
NDCNR recommends adding the following
subsection, “This policy does not prevent the State
Agencies and the Tribes from continuing to engage in
informal communication and fostering already
established positive and effective relationships.”
Commented [SN65]: For clarity, NDCNR recommends
defining “regular basis.”

B.

Any actions taken or planned by the State Agency to carry out this Policy;

C.

A certification by the Division of Human Resource Management of the Department of
Administration of the number of managers and employees of the State Agency who have
completed the training required pursuant to AB 264;

D.

A description of current and planned programs and services provided to or directly affecting
the Tribes and the amount of funding for each program; and

E.

A description of the method the State Agency established for notifying employees of the State
Agency of the provisions of AB 264.

Section VIII. Dissemination of Policy
Upon adopting of this Policy, the Commission shall determine the appropriate method to distribute
the Policy to all the State Agencies and the Tribes.
Section IX.

Amendments and Review of Policy

The Commission will meet periodically with the State Agencies and the Tribes to evaluate the
effectiveness of this Policy, including the State Agencies’ promotion of cultural competence. This
Policy is a working document and may be revised as needed.
Section X.

Effective Date

This Policy shall become effective upon the date signed by the Commission.
Section XI.

Sovereign Immunity

This Policy shall not be construed to waive the sovereign immunity of the State of Nevada or any
Tribe, or to create a right of action by or against the State of Nevada or any Tribe, or any State or
Tribal official, for failing to comply with this Policy.
Section XI.

Closing Statement/Signatures

The Commission hereby adopts this Policy.

Commented [SN66]: Has this training been developed and
available to the agencies (Scott Anderson SOS) NIC In
process. Not yet.
Commented [SN67]: Silver Health Exchange would like
to be notified when the trainings are completed and ready
to be taken.
Commented [SN68]: NDOT If possible, it would
be ideal if additional clarification could be outlined
regarding the types of activities that should be
reported (i.e. formal communications only). As we
regularly communicate with the Tribes on a variety of
matters, it would be helpful to have guidance on
whether we need to a.) report all interactions or b.)
only those of significance related to a significant
action or decision.
Additional information on the required training is
needed. For instance, what will be included, when
and how will it be offered, and who will be required
to take it. We realize some of this is in AB 264, but it
would be helpful if this information is repeated. We
would recommend, at a minimum, that the training
include, but not be limited to:
a.history and application of AB 264 and this policy;
b.cultural and linguistic competence;
c.types, use and examples of communication,
coordination, and consultation; and
d.developing protocols.
Commented [SN69]: NDOT We recommend that
a minimum review timeline is identified in the Policy
(e.g. every 2 years). This would not require amending
at that time, but will provide a specific timeframe
when the State Agencies and Tribes review the policy
and ensure it still meets the intent and needs of all.
NDOT is interested in any feedback from Tribal
Governments with regard to this Policy.
Commented [SN70]: SOS question: How is this
accomplished? Is this through the generalized training? Is
there other guidance relating to cultural competence? What
the “promotion of cultural competence” mean? (Scott
Anderson, SOS)
Commented [SN71]: SOS question: Has this policy been
reviewed by the Commission’s DAG? (Scott Anderson) NIC,
yes.
Commented [SN72]: SOS: Please ensure that the policy
has been reviewed by counsel for form and content.
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